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Summary

CAMPBtLl., L"» M . Twidaip.C. R., HurroN.l J.& pRKSccrrr. J. R. (1996) Preliminary investigations of dunes

ot the Gawler Ranges province. South Australia Tmns. R. Sm: S, Aust. 120(1), 21-36. 31 May, 19%.

Three lieltls of Junes have developed mIhe recent past within (lit* Gawler Ranges in the and-semiarid interior

ol South Australia, The dunes (lunettes, parabolic dunes, transverse Junes, linear dunes, climbing dunes and

tolling dunc^j art essentially relic forms, were active ttbout 4000 years BP and are now stabilised by vegetation

though strong winds still cause occasional sand movement. Some of the dunes demonstrate sand transport over

distances of at least 25 km, The origin of Ihe various morphological dune types is discussed. Supply ot aahd-

the moisture undent ol the substrate, the vegetation cover and wind speed and duvetton are oil important topography

influences the morphology of the dunes in various ways and is fundamental to any explanation o! climbing and

falling dunes.

Key Wokos: Gawler Ranges, lunettes, parabolic dunes, transverse dunes, linear dunes, climbing dunes, tailing

dunes, thermoluminescents dating,

Introduction

In the mid-latitude deserts extensive fields of sand

dunes are restricted to plains. Sand dunes have,

however, been reported from desert uplands where

topographic obstacles deflect or funnel the regional

airflow and produce deposilional forms and patterns

different from the essentially regular and repeated

formations found in the duneftelds of the adjacent

plains (Wilson 1973; Smith J982). They include sand

shadows ol various types, sand sheets, obstacle dunes

and climbing and falling dunes (Planhol & Rognon

1970; McKee 1979; Mainguet 1984; Greeley & Iverson

1985). The Gawler Ranges, located in the arid-senuarid

interior of South Australia, is a desen upland within

which three fields of sand dunes have penetrated the

valleys between the bornhardt massifs and in some

areas have overridden the low domical Kills (Fig. la, b).

Geologic Background

The bornhardts of the Gawler Ranges are developed

in a layered sequence of silicic volcanic rocks (mainly

rhyolites, rhyodacites and dacites) of Mesoproterozotc

age (1592 ± 2 Ma - Fanning et ai 1986). The volcanic

rocks consist predominantly of subaerially erupted

ignimbrites (nuces ardentes deposits), welded to

varying degrees, and with local occurrences of basaltic

lava and agglomerate- They were intruded by granites

of the Hiltaba Suite (1485 ± 16 Ma - Creaser 1989

* Department of Geology and Geophysics, University ot

Adelaide S. Aust. 5005.

t Deceased.

* Department of Physics, University of Adelaide S AvM
5005.

cited by Blissctt et ai 1989; see also Flint 1993) which

now occur extensively in the western part of the upland,

in the Kondoolka and Hiltaba areas, as well as in small

Isolated outcrops near Rokarha Homestead (H.S.) and

Lake Everard H S. They ate also exposed to the W,

SWand S of the Ranges.

Where exposed, both the volcanic and granitic

crystalline rocks arc massive and compact but a well

developed system of orthogonal fractures trending

NNWand NE, and including also latitudinal and
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Fig. la. The Gawler Ranges province, showing location of

the study site in South Australia (inset), localities mentioned

in the text and average annual isohyets tmm). The
Corrobinnie Depression dutis.' samples analysed by Gostin

were collected from dunes adjacent to the mad from

Wirrulla to Hiltaba H.S.
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meridional sets, has been exploited by weathering and

erosion to form the major valley systems of the Ranges
(Campbell & Twidalc 1991). The summit and upper
slopes of the bornhuidls are essentially devoid of any

weathered materials, though isolated patches of regolith
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fig. lb The geology, including dunericlds, > if the 03w|er
Ranges province (after William* 1994). A. Hieni Dunefiekl
B Piccadilly Oimeltcld. C Moonaree Duneficld. D
Beacon Ounefield. L, llkina DuncfieM R Scrubby Peak
Dunefield
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Fig. Ic. Schematic diagram showing location of lunettes, linear

dunes and parabolic dunes of the Gawler Ranges prwmcp.
South Australia. The orientation of the linear dunes is also
indicated. Not all dunes are shtrwn.

'Campbell, E. M, (1990) Structure and surface in the
Gawler Ranges. South Australia PhD thesis. University
01 Adelaide (Uripub.

)

are preserved on the lower slopes, as for example 7

km east of Nonning H S . and in the valley floors drill

cores and dam sections indicate that the volcanic

material is weathered to depths Of up to 50 m.
Individual hornbardts attain heights of over 460 m in

the S, but they decline in elevation to the N (e.g. Nukey
Bluff r 460 mj Mr Nott 430 ni. Bond Hill 336 m,
Chitaniiga Hill 317 m, Nuckulla Hdl 256 m, Mortimer
Hill 232 m - see Fig. la). The upland is bounded on
its SWand S sides by an escarpment which, though
dissected and rising only 150-200 m above the

surrounding plain, is nevertheless, and viewed
regionally, linear and imposing, so much so that the

explorer E. J. Eyre was led to describe the Gawler
Ranges as "a vast mountain mass rising abruptly oui

of the low scrubby country" (Eyre 1845). To the N.
Wand H the relief amplitude diminishes and the hills

peter out as the plains become more and more
extensive.

The bonthard(s of the Gawler Range province have
evolved in two major stages. The first involved

planution and fracture-controlled differential subsurface

wealhering m Jurassic or earlier times, the second, the

stripping of the regolith in the Early Cretaceous to

expose bevelled domical forms. Remnants of the etch

planation surface represented by the summit bevels are

particularly well preserved in the south, There has been

only minor erosion of the ranges since the Mesozoii.

(Campbell 1990 1

; Campbell & Twidaie 1991).

Numerous salinas. including lakes Gairdner, Harris,

Evcrard and Acrarnan and many small saline playas.

occupy low lying areas in valleys and plains. The
depression occupied by Lake Acrarnan is the site or

an ancient meteorite impact (Williams 1994) The large

lakes stand about 120 in above sea level, They are the

termini of closed drainage basins momof which are

not much larger than the lakes themselves.

Climate

At present the area is scmiarid in the S grading to

and in the N (Fig. la). Jn the south there is a pro-

nounced winter rainfall maximum, produced predom-

inantly by the easterly passage of cold fronts, but a

significant proportion of the rainfall is derived from
occasional influxes of moist tropical air. In the north

the rainfall is derived from both these sources and the

annual distribution is more uniform (Fig. 2a; Bureau
of Meteorology 1993a). Summers are hot and winters

cool. Annual evaporation is about 2700 mm. with a

mean monthly evaporation ranging from about 80 mm
in June to 390 nun in January.

The only records for modern wind regimes in the

area are from Nonning (Fig. 2b). In summer, sand-

moving winds (stronger than about 20 km per hour)

blow predominantly from SE, S and SW. In winter,

strong winds blow from several quarters but N ; NW"
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and SWwinds are important (Bureau of Meteorology

1993b). Woomcra, located more than 100 km to the

NE of the Ranges, experiences predominantly SE-S

(total) winds in summer although in winter, winds are

more variable, but with a strong N and NW-SW
component. At Ceduna, 100 km to the W, in summer

SET S and SWwinds predominate, whilst in winter

NE through NW-SWwinds are most common (Bureau

of Meteorology 1988; Fig. 2c).

The Dunefields

The Australian dunefields form a huge whorl of

linear dunes around the centre of the continent (Brook-

Held 1970; Wasson et at. 1988), though it is not estab-

lished whether all the sectors of the pattern were

formed by winds related to one and the same

atmospheric system or that they were ever active at

the same lime. The Australian desert dunes are

characteristically long, parallel sand ridges extending

unbroken over tens and even a few hundreds of

kilometres. Many are asymmetrical in cross-section

and display tuning fork or Y junctions. They are

generally restricted to die desert plains (Madigan 1936,

1946, Woptner & Twidale 1967).

Although the precise mechanism of formation is

debated, and it is likely that the dunes originate in

various ways (McKee & Tibbetts 1964; Woptner &
Twidale 1967; Brookfield 1970; Tsoar 1989; Tseo

1993), some are apparently initiated in the lee of

lunettes or other accumulations of sand (Twidale 1972)

and extend in a downwind direction. There is a mild

controversy as to whether the sand of which the dunes

are built is of local derivation (Folk 1971; Wasson 1983)

or whether it is essentially exotic and far-travelled

(Woptner & Twidale 1967). The Gawler Ranges

dunefields yield evidence germane to this problem.

Immediately to the Wof the Gawler Ranges the

linear sand ridges of the Great Victoria Desert, the

southern part of the great Australian dune pattern, trend

WNWto ESEand there are zones of parabolic dunes

Within the Gawler Ranges province the sand dunes are

more varied and lunettes, transverse dunes, and

climbing and falling dunes, as well as linear and
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Fig. 2a. Mean monthly rainfall and mean number of rain days

for Moonaree and Nonning (Bureau of Meteorology 1993a).

Length of record: Moonaree - 108 years, Nonning - 90
years.
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Fig. 2b, Nonning wind data (Bureau of Meteorology 1993b)

The percentage of calm observations is indicated in the

centre of the rose. Length of record 23 years.
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Fig. 2c, Wind roses for Woomera and Ceduna (Bureau of

Meteorology 1988). The percentage of calm observations

is indicated in the centre of the rose.
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parabolic dunes, are developed. Some are stable, but

others are occasionally mobile.

Three fields of dunes penetrate the uplands (Fig. lb).

In the N, the Hiern Dunefield extends WNWto ESE
between the Kokatha hills and Lake Everard to the

western shore of Lake Gairdner. The dunes are

predominantly linear forms. Dunes also occur N of

the Ranges and also on some of the islands within Lake

Gairdner. In the same latitude, and to the lee of a major

lunette developed on the E shore of Lake Gairdner,

the Piccadilly Dunefield extends eastwards tor 35 km
across the plains located between Lake Gairdner and

Island Lagoon. Here linear sand ridges and parabolic

forms are well developed and some lunettes occur on

the eastern margin of small salinas.

The Moonaree Dunefield occupies the plain between

the volcanic Everard hills to the N and the granitic

Kondoolka hills to the S and extends eastwards to Lake

Acraman. In this part of the Moonaree Dunefield there

is a sharp boundary between parabolic dunes to the

S and linear sand ridges to the N. Dunes occur on

islands within Lake Acraman and on its eastern shore.

To the NEof Lake Acraman the plain carries a veneer

of sand but dune forms are absent. Further to the E,

however, linear sand ridges are again developed and

extend as far as the shore of Lake Gairdner.

Immediately to the Wof this salina, some of the dunes

2 SMITH, D. M. (1976) The denudation chronology of the

.southern Gawler Ranges and adjacent areas. MA thesis.

University of Adelaide (Unpub.)

override the low volcanic hills forming climbing and

falling dunes. The Beacon Dunefield (the Black Oak
dunefield of Smith 1976 :

) extends eastwards from the

E shore of Lake Gairdner, again in the lee of a major

lunette. This field consists mainly of linear sand ridges

but there are some lunettes and parabolic forms.

The most southerly dunefield, the Ukina Dunefield,

is part of the Kododo Dunefield of Smith (1976
2

).

Both the field and individual dunes trend NWto SE
between the Corrobinnie Depression (Bourne et al.

1974; Binks & Hooper 1984) and the SWmargin of

the Gawler Ranges from near Yarranna Hill to the

vicinity of Mt Sturt. Within the Corrobinnie

Depression, complex parabolic forms are well

developed. In the vicinity of Mt Centre, linear sand

ridges from the Ilkina Dunefield diverge ESE and
extend across narrow plains and valleys between the

volcanic uplands and extend into the hilly areas to form

the Scrubby Peak Dunefield (Fig. lb). In both the N
and S arms of this dunefield there are departures from

the general ESE trend as a result of topographic

interference with the airflow. Both crestal transverse

dunes and climbing and falling dunes result from such

topographic effects.

Dune morphology

Linear dunes

Linear sand ridges dominate the dunefields within

the Gawler Ranges (Fig. 3). These linear forms trend

WNWto ESE in the Wand latitudinally further to the

Fig. 3. Linear sand ridges of the Scrubby Peak Dunefield funnelled along broad valleys between the bornhardts of the southern
Gawler Ranges, South Australia. Field of view in foreground approximately 5 km.
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E. In places, e.g. near Ml Granite (Fig, 4). funnelling

of the wind has produced dunes aligned at various

angles mthe regional trend. The linear dunes vary in

height, length and linear frequency, i e, the number

of sand ridges per unit distance measured normal 10

the dune trend. The maximum height of the dunes

varies from 5 15 mabove the intcrdune corridors. They

vary in length froW a few tens of metres up to 20 km,

none extends unbroken for many scores or hundreds

nl kilometres as do some of the sand ndges of desert

plains such as the Simpson Desert (AVopfner & TwidaJe

No7, W90; Twidale 198!). The linear frequency of the

dunes varies between two and six per km The

intcrdune corridors *ire sand covered. Mos( Oft the dune;,

are symmetrical, with smooth crests which rise and

fall to form peaks and saddles. The slopes are gentle,

considerably less than the angle of repose of the sand.

No depositioual structures and no slip faces have been

noted. The dunes carry a covering of low shrubs and

small ttees. though little or no soil development is

apparent and there is. today, only occasional and minor

reworking of the sand by wind and water. The dunes

arc relic according to the classification of Livingstone

& Thomas (1993).

Parabolic dunes

Groups of parabolic or U-dunes occur within the

linear duncfields. Most of the parabolic dunes occur

outside the Ranges, and notably in the Corrobinme

Depression (Bourne et ai 1974), though mere is a W-

E zone within the Moonaree Dunefield and patches
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Fig. 4 Schematic diagram of linear dunes oriented NWui

SE, and irregular patterns of linear and transverse dunes

due to topographic interference lo the wind ncur Ml Gi anile,

Gawler Ranges, South Australia (from aerial photographs,

Department of Lands, South Australia and H00 000

National topographic map series). Not all dunes are shown

of parabolic forms occur within the Piccadilly and

Beacon dunefields. Although many of these dunes are

complex in plan form, with transverse, rake like and

circular patterns well developed, the basic unit is it V-

shaped dune about 8 m high and with the open end

of the U pointing, to the W(Hg, 5)-

Cltmbing and falling dum<>

In the Gawler Ranges most of the dunes gig

developed on broad valley floors between the

bornhardts. In some areas, however, linear dunes

penetrate into the hilly terrain and suffer modification

as a result of funnelling and diversion of the wind (Fig.

4)- In other areas, the dunes extend over the bombards

On the reasonable assumption that the sand migrated

southeasiwards, dunes piled against the windward

(northwestern) slope of a hi 1

! are termed climbing, or

rising, dunes; where sand has overridden the crest ot

a hill and extended on to the leeward (southeastern)

slope, tailing, or hanging, dunes are formed (Fig. 6a).

v

Fig. 5. Linear and parabolic dunes qf the Moonarec Dunefield

15 km south of Lake fivtrard H.S, (from aerial photographs

Department of Lands, South Australia and 1100 000

Nabonal topographic map scries),

•

-.:
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_

:-

Kig. 6a. Echo, climbing and falling dunes (aftei Mabburt

1977). Arrow indicates direction of the wind A. Linear

dune not anchored by topography. B. Linear dune rising

over topographic obstacle. C, Climbing (1) and (ailing (2)

dune. D. Echo dune.
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These dunes have not been studied in detail in (he and
mountains of Australia, although dunes which arguably

ascend cliffs have been studied in the coasul context

(Jennings 1957: Langford-Smilh & Thorn 1969)

Climbing and falling dunes are known from various

parts of the world, for example from pengiaeial Finnish

Lapland (Seppala 1993). coastal west Galicia. Spain

and NL Spam (Cros & Sena 199.3 > . but most
previously published reports pertain to warm desert

environments, e.g. California (Evans 1962; Smith 1967

cited by Bender 1982. Anders 1974 cited by Bender
19X2; Lancaster 1994). Colorado (Johnson 1968),

Idaho (Ko.scielniak 1973"), Arizona (Giecly & JveTvo
1985) and Utah (Xlhbrandt 1979), all in the United

-Slates, where most are inactive, veneered by gravel and
dissected by ephemeral streams (Smith 1982), northern

Mexico (Stone 1967). Brazil (Bigarella 1975, rW),
Egypt and Jordan (MeKee 1979K the Sinai Penintmly

(Ahibrandt 1979). die Sahara (Smith 1954) and the

central Namib Desert (Goudte 1972). They arc also

found in the eastern Flinders Ranges, South Australia

(Green 1994 4
), near Port Stephens and in the

Shoalha^en Rivet area in NewSouth Wales (Thorn ft

u! 1994), on Uie Erldunda Range 160 km south of Alice

Springs and on the northern margin of the Simpson
Desert where dunes override some of the latitudinal

ranges. Greeley (1985. Fig. 7-39) illilstratct a field ot

climbing dunes drifting aver the rim of a 16 km
diameter crater on Mars.

In the Gawler Ranges climbing and falling dunes
occur in three areas. First, examples were noted by

Smith in the Scrubby Peak Dunefield (1976 2
; Fig. 6b,

c). Second, Giles (1980 5
) remarked that sand dunes

encuKich on to the slopes of Mt Stuxt. Sand from the

llkma Dunefield has accumulated on the NWslopes

of Mt Stun (the western peak) and forms an irregular

mound along the base on its SE side. Third, climbing

and falling dunes are Common in the Moonaree
Dunefield E of Lafce Atfaman, where small dunes
trending W-E are essentially restricted to the plains,

though they partially override many of the bornhardts
(Fig. 6d)_

In the Scrubby Peak Dunefield. some linear dunes
have been diverted around the major volcanic hills (Figs

4, 6b,c) but elsewhere, especially where the relief is

lower, the dunes traverse hill and valley alike. The
dunes ascend the lower hills (in general terms those

that stand less than some 40 mabove the adjacent valley

floors) without significant interruption of form and are

3 Ku.scju.niak, D. E. (J973) Eolian deposits on a volcanic
terrain nearSaini Andumy, Idaho. MA thesis, University
of New York (Unpuh.)

Grpfwk, S. J. (1994) A geomorphological and sedimento-
logical study of a climbing dune, northern Flintier* Ranges,
South Australia BA (Honsl thesis, University of Adelaide
(L'npub.)

-sGtixs. C W (19H0) Spring Hill, southern Gawler Ranges.
Geo! Sot Aust. S A- Div Geological Monuments 111, Pile

E 20 tUBDiih)

classed as climbing dunes. In some instances the dune
is diverted around the flanks of the hill and continues

downwind (Fig. 6b) Elsewhere, the dune form is

interrupted, tor although ihere are many grains and
even small pockets of sand in fissures and shallow rock

basins on the crests and upper slopes of the hills, there

is no dune form; a short distance downsJope from the

crest, however, the dune form is resumed m tailing

dunes 3-4 m high (Fig. 6c>.

Trtmsverse dunes

In die Scrubby Peak Dunefield funnelling uf the wind
has produced dunes of varied orientation. In this pait

of the Gawler Ranges elongate bornhardts are aligned

essentially N-S. Sand ridges also aligned N-S arc

trusted in the valleys between the bornhardts. There
are some W-fl dunes which override the bornhardtv

and, in addition. N-S trending elongate dunes are

located just below the crest on the lee side of these

hills (Figs 4, 7), These crcstal dunes are tentative! 1
,

classified as of transverse type

Lunettes

Lunettes are developed along at least part of the L
side of most of the large sahnas and many of the smaller

ptayas in the region (Fig. Ic). Lunettes arc transverse

dunes located on the lee shores of lake basins. The
name "lunette" was first applied to the form by Hills

'">
- :

i

1* ",..;,.! -,,.

i alltn j

W

Fig. 6b, Scrubby Peak area, Gawler Ranges, South Australia,

showing diverted dune (D). climbing dune (C) and falling

dune t_f) (from I; 100 OCX) National topographic map series)

The dune-forming winds were from the northwest sector
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Fig. 6c. Diverted dune (D)
T

climbing dune (C) and falling dune (F), Scrubby Peak area, Gawler Ranges, South Australia.

View to the north. The hill stands about 25 m above the surrounding plain.
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Fig. 6d. Climbing and falling dunes, Moonaree Dunefield, Gawler Ranges. South Australia. Note that the hilling dune,

on the near side of the bornhardt, resumes in a topographic embayment. Field of view approximately 2 km.
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(1940) who described lunettes of silty-clay

compositions IVorn NW Victoria- Subsequent! v,

lunettes of various sizes and mineralogies have been
reported trom all states ol" Australia They ratine in

composition from quartz-rich to clay-rich to almost

pure gypsum The sandy quartz-neb dunes were
formed hy deflation from beaches on the lake maxgrn.

The clay-rich dunes were derived by deflation of clay

a^rcgatcs from ihe saline lake floors The gypsum
dunes are composed eiliter of rounded crystals deflated

from the dry lake bed or of tine 'kopL some of which
may be due to Weathering of saJlated particles since

deposition (Stephens & Crocker l'>46; Campbell 1968,

BoWfer 1%8. W83; Chen e/ ai 199M.

In Ihe Gawler Ranges area lunenes of gypseous

composition occur on the eastern margin of lakes

Kvetard, Hatns, Acraman and off manv of the smaller

Salinas. Both gypseous and siliceous lunettes are found

on Ihe eastern side of Lake Gairdner. The mos!

prominent siliceous lunettes arc located opposite the

dunerlclds which impinge on the Wside o\' the lake_

Both duuefields found G of Lake Gairdner, the

Piecadilly and the Beacon, are developed in Ihe lee

of these pronnneni siliceous lunettes. The lunette on

the NE margin of Lake Gairdner nses about 35 m
above the lake bed- Much of the surface is bare and

erosion by wind and water has created a series ol

domical remnants, standing 3-4 mabove gentle swales.

In addition, lunettes consisting predominantly ui

fiagments of Gawler Range Volcanics of sand stye

occur discontinously along the margin of Lake
Gairdner (Fig lc).

Sedwientology

A total of 16 sand samples, each from the crest ol

a dune, and including at least one fmm each of the

duuefields in the Gawler Ranges province, was
examined to determine composition and grain

morphology vTahie I) <tv\i$ grain size and related

parameters Wert* determined using 0,5 phi standard

sieves.

The sand samples are all various shades ot yellow-

red (2.5 to 10 YRMunsell Soil Colours). All sample*
consist of at least 90%. and most more than 98%<
quartz grains. The minor constituents are quartz rock

feldspar, Gawler Range Volcanics fiaginetus. ?irot)

oxide and organic matter, hi most samples- the grains

arc predominantly frosted, but some are polished

Samples from two dunes in the Scrubby tfeak DunefielU

show higher percentages of polished grains. Grains

from all samples show ferruginous coatings of yellow

%. 7 TVynsven-e ercstaJ -June. Scruhhy Weak Dunettclil. Gawlei Rank's. South Australia. View to the >uuih |u ih<* t~Y'rr<n.mm
L'epresNioo. The crcstil dune la about 8 m high
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Tabli 1 . Composition and gram morphology of sample. from dunefields in the Gawier Ranges, South Australia.

Sample Dune type Colour 1 Composition
2 Surface

texture
3

Surface

coaling
4

Roundness^ Sphericity

Beacon Dunefield

2.5YR 5/6 quartz 95% 85% MF Y, O, R, B. SR-SA.
1 linear high.

(1,2,3,4.5) 15% P tew R some elongate

Piccadilly Dunefield

2 linear SYR4/6 quartz p93 98% MF Y. O SASR. high,

(1.2,4,5) few P lew R some elongate

3 parabolic- SYR 5/6 quart? 99% 98% MF Y, O SA-SR. high.

(4,5) few P few R, WR some elongate

4 linear 2.5YR 4/8 quartz 99 % 95% MF Y, O, R SA-SR, high.

(4,5) few LF
tew P

few R some elongate

5 linear 2.5YR 4/8 quartz 98% 98 & MF Y. R, B SA-SR. high.

2% P few R some elongate

liiern Dunefield

6 linear 5YR 5/6 quuru 99% 98% F Y, O SA-SR. high.

a.4.5) 2% P tew WR some elongate

7 irregular 5YR 5/6 quartz 99* 95% F Y. O SA-SR. high.

(4,5) 5% P few R some elongate

8 linear 7.5YR 6/6 quart/ 99% 95% MF Y, C) SA-SR. high.

(1.4,5) 5%P few R, WR some elongate

9 linear 5YR 5/8 quartz 90% 90% F Y. O A-SR moderate.

(1.3.4.5) 10% P some R some high

Moouaree Dunefield

10 linear 7.5YR 5/6 quartz 98% 90% KF Y, O SASR. high.

0,4,5) 10% P some A. R some elongate

11 irregular 7.5YR 5/6 quartz 99% 95% F Y, O SA-R, high.

(4.5) 5% P few WR some elongate

Scrubby Peak Dunefield

12 linear 7.5YR 5/6 quart/ 95% 95% MF Y, Rt B SA-SR. high.

0,4,5) 5% P few R. WR some elongate

13 linear 10YR 5/4 quartz 99% 70% MP Y, O, H SA-SR, high-moderate.

11.4,5) 30% SF some R some elongate

14 linear 10YR 6/4 quartz 99% 50% P Y O SASR. high-moderate.

(1.4.5) 50% F few R some elongate

1? linear 7 5YR 4/6 quartz 98% 98% F Y, SASR. high-moderate.

(1.4,5) 2% P few A. R some elongate

Ilkina Dunefield

7.5YR 6/6 quartz 98% 70% LF Y O, R SA-SR.16 linear moderate high.

(1,3,4) 30% P few R some elongate

'Munsell Soil colours.

-Minor constituents in brackets: 1: quart i rock 2: feldspa r 3: Gawler Range Volcanic* 4: '.'iron oxide. 5: organic material.

'F. frosted. P. polished. M: moderately. L. lightly.

*Y: yellow. O: orange. R: red. B: brown.
3 SA: subancular. SR: subrounded. A; angular R: rounded. WR; well rounded

and less commonly orange, red and brown, material.

The grains in all samples are predominantly subangular

to subrounded, with small amounts of angular and well-

rounded grains. High to moderate sphericity is char-

acteristic, with most samples containing some elongate

grains.

The dune samples are all fine to medium grained

sands (mainly 0.125 to 0.5 mmdiameter - Polk l%8).

They are well-sorted to poorly sorted, with most

samples moderately well-sorted.

Age of the dunes

The sand of the Gawler Ranges dunes is typically

a yellow-red colour (Table I ) , suggesting sufficient time

tor initial weathering of clay, release of iron, and

development of a taint ferruginous patina. The sand

is not the brilliant red of the deserts of central Australia,

nor the dusky red (I0R 3/4 Munsell Soil Colour) of

the sand derived from the local Gawler Range

Volcanics. Someauthors would attribute the contrasting
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colour lo different source materials (Wasson 1983;

Nanson eta!. 1992). Others, e.g. Wopther & Twidale

1 19&7) and Walker (1979) consider that the intensity of

the red colour increases with lime and hence is an

indication of the age of the dunc-

In an attempt to attain a more precise estimate of

age, sand from the Scrubby Peak Punefield was tested

lor thermolaminescence (TL). Samples were taken

from a tailing dune on an unnamed hill (National

Topographic Map Series Minnipa 5932, 1:100 000,

Grid Reference N[£3I6018) 1.5 km **: of Scrubby Peak

(Tig. 6bL The method was. a variation on the "partial

bleach" method developed tor ihc TL dating of

sediments by Wintle and Huntley (1982) The age is

estimated by measuring the TL energy stored in the

lattice of a suitable mineral, in this case, quart/. The
time interval measured is the time since the Stored

t-ri^y was last reset 10 zero or near zero by exposure

to Solar ultra-violet radiation After such a re-setting.

energy accumulates again at a known rate by exposure

to radiation in the environment from the naturally

radioactive elements K, U. Th and from cosmic rays

The age is found from the so-called age equation:

iigc = natural TL

TL ptr unit dose x dose rate.

Samples were recovered from depths of 35 and 70
cm within the dune by means of an auger, taking care

to shield the sample from light during and after

collection. After digestion with 20% HC1 to remove
carbonates and NaOHto remove clay, the 90-125 /mi

Iraetum was rccovcrvl by sieving. A 40 minute etch With

40% HPremoved feldspars and a suriace layer of the

quail/. Rotation on aqueous sodium polytungstute at

a relative density of 2 67 followed; the end product

was very pure quart?; and it is on this sample that the

measurement-* were carried nut

One of lite problems with TL dating nl se-diimmi..

is uncertainly nt«».it the degree ro which the TL was

icsct at the beginning or rhc rime of interna Ii is r.m-

for die TL to be removed L-ompletclv. even fcj

prolonged exposun. tQ sunlight. Moreover, the amount

Dd ictic TL vaa *cs In itn sample io sample and may vary

with the age of the sample ( Bcrger 1990), In the present

u^oOgatioti, it was luund lhat the accumulated TL
was small so Hut any uncertainty in ihe degree of

resetting v/mdd result msignificant uncertainty in die

i,ec The level ot rtneiimg was round from a surface

vamplc collected by pressing packmc tarn- against die

exposed dune surface TtilS flawed that theTL clock

had not been completely reset to zero in spite of the

long litlte likely |0 have been spent in Ihc sun by rhc

sample in reaching its present position. Under tliese

•-iicumsUnces special procedures aic «ec>ii» .

uWrihed by JVcst'ott and Mojarrutw tiM93i They u$akt;

use of the fact that many quartz samples have a iff*-

called Vapidly bleaching" peak (RBP) at 325 °C in the

thermolumweseence glow curves, which bleaches to

near zero within a matter of minutes when exposed

to light of wavelength longer than about 500 nju

(Spooner et at- 1988). This means that exposures ol

the order of minutes to natural sunlight in thr.

environment will have ensured that the trap concerned
had been emptied completely and that, a,t least so tar

as the 325 °C peal £ concerned, the TL clock of the

sediment was completely reset at the lime of

deposition. Jn addition this peak emits in a wavelength

hand centred near 420 nm. so that an optical filter

transmitting this band will he selective for the peak
in question (Preseou & Fox W0; Scholeficld et at

1994), The 325 "C peak rides on an unbleached

background, which is measured and allowed for by die

procedures The suriace sample mentioned above haa

zero TL when measured with the revised proceduces.

the TL is expressed in terms of an equivalent Jos.

measured ingrays (Gy). The equivalent doses art: (ui

the 35 cm sample 1.24 ± 0.20 Gy; and for Ihe 70 cm
sample 1.53 =t 0.25 Gy. The dose rate has been

measured by three essentially independent methods
(Hut ton & Prescntt 1992). They are. with the relevant

dose tates in brackets: in situ gammaray spectrometry

(0.153 ± 0.028 Gy ka '>; thick source alpha counting

for U and Th with X-ray spectrometry (XRS) for K

(0.142 ± 0,029 Gy ka 1

); and delayed neutron analysis

(DNA) for U. neutron activation analysis (NAA) for

Th with XRS for K (0.165 ± 0.041 Gy fcr'i Tbe
weighted average is 0.152 * 0.010 Gy ka l

for both ihe

35 cm and 70 cm sampler.

Contributions lor commie ray> must be included.

These art- 0.21 i 0.02 and 0.18 -t 0.02 Gy ka 1
for

the 35 and 70 cm samples respectively (Preseott A
Hutton 19X8, l

UQ4L |r is worth noting that cosmic rays

dominate the dose rate because the levels of K, V and

Th an: $g nuicmdy low (R - 0.04 £ 0.01T-; U 22

t 0,0f> ppn>, Tl» ID t 0.4 ppm>. Over the time in

question, changes in cosmic ray mtcasilit:,-, are

negligible (Prescott & Hutton 1994*.

The dose rates are 0.35 ± 0.03 Gy fcu' at 35 em
and 0.3-3 ± 003 Gy ka ' at 70 Cm, A contribution

Fpftm systematic errors- ha^ oeen added. Hence ihc -ic<.-

Of the 35 cm sample »s 37 ± 07 ka and of the 7(1 ;m
sample 4.6 ± 0.9 ka. Although the deeper sample has

the- greater TL age, the IV Q age* arc nor statistically

different urni probably all thai can he concluded is ih.v

die dune has been in place for about 4 ka

This age is based on 8 sfc^gfe series ot date* [mm
one dune Obviously, more age doiemunanons aire

required. Nevertheless, the pale colour of the sand,

to which previous reference has been made, mid the
lack ol Any ..trhormte -iccomulaltons Lfl llic duties

,• itc itsiAailabiliryJa/esUggpMiveofayoulhful age
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The general appearances arc consistent with the TL
dating in suggesting thai the Gawler Kanges tilings jre

younger than the putative Late Pleistocene relic ,>rms

of NWEyre Peninsula (Twulale cr at, l*J76> and are

comparable to the Holocene forms of (hat area (Rankin

& Flint 1991) and of the Simpson Desert {Wbpfner &
Iwidale 1988, 1990). Nevertheless, the age

determination obtained is for the uppermost Ia>vr-. of

a dune and there is no evidence of the age nf the sattd

at the base of the dune.

Origin of the dune sand

As mentioned previously, the provenance of the sand

in duncficlds. whether it is of local derivation or far-

travelled, is controversial. The question can be clarified

by a consideration of the sedtmentologic characteristics

of the dune and otheT sands. In the Gawler Ranges

province, a local origin of the dune sands is precluded

by their composition and granulometry as set out in

fable I For example, the Scrubby Peak Dunefield

overlies outcrops of Eucarro Dacite, and Yardea Dacite.

with small areas of Yannabie Rhyodacite, Pancy

Rhyolite and, at the base ot the Yardea Dacite, ''black
1

dacite (Blissett er ttL 1988, Fig 8)_ The microscopic

groundmass of the volcanic r^ks is rich in quart/., but

the grains are much smaller than rhosc of the dune

sands. There are no quartz phenocrysis in the dacite

(Blissett 1986). No quart/ of a size equal to, or greater

than, thai of which the Scrubby Peak dunes are

composed (and hence susceptible to attrition to produce

sand- sized grains) could be derived from the Yardea

and Eucarro dacites which .ire the country rocfc over

winch, overwhelmingly, the duncficlds have extended

No lakes or streams which might constitute a possible

source of sand in the dunes are known from within

the province.

If it is accepted that the dunes of the Scrubby Peak

and other dunefields of the western Gawler Ranges

extended from the Woj NW, then there are three other

possible sources of Ihe quartz sand.

First, there are outcrops in 'the western Gawler

Ranges of Yannabie Rhyodacite and of Paney RhyoJile

(Fig. S), both of which contain pheuocrysts of quartz

of a size equal Id, or greater than, the dune sand (0.2

to 2.0 mmin diameter - Blissett (98b) Similarly, and

second, granite with abundant coarse quartz crystals

crops out to the west of the Ranges (Blissett <>f ai

1988). But difficulties attach to these outcrops us

soutces of the dune sand: they arc of limited extent

(about 60 km2 compared with the 300 km3 of the

Scrubby Peak Dunefield); and it can be questioned

Whether they could produce a volume of quartz sand

compatible with that represented by the total of the

dunes. Also the outcrops do not extend across the width

of the dunefield . so that the spread of sand from them

calls for varied strong winds, and lor distribution in

topographically difficult terrain Moreover, the

dunefield extends westwards, i.e. windwards, of the

outcrops in queslion (Fig. 8). Against these arguments,

the Gawler Range Volcanics form a regional basin

structure so that before erosion to their present

occurrences, the quartz -bearing members could have

extended further to the W. In addition, the former shape

and size of these members could have been very

different from their piesent representatives. But. on

the evidence, the rhyodacite. rhyolite and granite

outcrops Of the western ranges and adjacent areas do

not seem likely sources <y. suitable quartz sand.

The third possibility is that the dune sand has been

derived from the Corrobinnie Depression, This runs

in a NW-SEdirection wes>, and therefore windward.

of the dunclleld and contains detritus derived from the

granite areas to the S. Wand N as well as trorn the

Gawler Ranges. It contains quart? comparable in size

and character to the dune sand of the Scrubby Peak

Dunefield (fine-grained, moderately well sorted,

typically subrounded, frosted and coated with iron

oxide - Gostin pers. comm 1993). it is concluded that

the dune sands of the Scrubby Peak Dunefield cannot

have been derived from the disintegration of the Gawler

Range Volcanics. but rather have been transported on

the wind from the Corrobinnie Deptess'on- a distance

of at least 30 km. Even if derived from the Thyolite,

rhyodacite and granitic outcrops, the sand must ha\e

travelled 25 km to cross the zone of dactttc bedrock

Given the wind regime, the northern arm of the

Scrubby Peak Dunefield (\ in Fig 8) could only have
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Rhvtjbit: RD RhvoitxjR' Sec tcKt for explanation. After

Blissett Wui 19KX
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originated in (he rhyolitic/gramtie outcrops indicated

by Y in Fig. 8 or from outcrops further wv.siw.in1

Whether this would he considered far-travelled l& -a

matter of definition, but the sand is certainly not of"

local denvution.

Median ism of dune formation

Prevailing winds

h is suggested (see bctow) that the duneJVIds of (ho

CJawler Ranges have been shaped by wini* from the

western sector. TTO is consistent with llie putative

source of the sand of which the dunes :ire constructed

(see below). The relic linear dunes to The south of the

Gawler Ranges, which possibly formed in late

Pleistocene times, extended from NWcoSE across the

northern base of Eyre Peninsula, for they extend on
to the svestern shores of salina.s such as Lake Agars,

but not on to the eastern shores (Twidale & Campbell

1985). These NW-SEdunes also extend well below
low tide level between Cowell and Whyulla (Van Peur
1983*) but only in minor degree on the eastern sidt

of the Gulf on northwestern \brke Peninsula, where
the aeolian forms were deposited during a phase of

rising sea level and where the dunes 3re truncated by

wave action at the coast (Jessup 1967. 1968). This is

consistent with a wind regime dominated by north-

westeTlies.

In addition, at Lake Gairdner, the lunettes of the

eastern shore are much more substantial than those of

the western and, as the lunettes are comparable Do

coastal foredunes (Campbell 1%8), this supports a

westerly wind regime. Also, die tiuge Late Pleistocene

calcareous aeolianite riiredunes of wcsn-facirig shores

in Soudi Australia (e.g. on Eyre Peninsula) dwarf their

east coast counterparts. Thus, there is evidence of a

predominantly westerly wind regime in the Gawtet
Ranges and surrounding area* during the period, or

periods, of dune formation.

There is, however, an anomaly between the prcsenr

wind regime, as illustrated by the wind owe for

Nonning (Fig 2b) and the presumed westerly wind

of dune formation, since the winter sand-moving winds

blow from the westerly sector, whereas the summer
sand-moving Winds are from the SW, S and SE. It is

presumed that most of the sand movement would lake

place in summer endeT hot and dry conditions, with

only minor transport in the moist, cool and vegetated

winter conditions. But. if there were only a slight

latitudinal migration of climatic zones during the period

of formation of the dunes, as suggested tor example
by MabbUtt (1977) and Spring (1979), then the region

VanDel'R, W. t (LM85) Suhmcrgod dunes of northeastern

Byre Peninsula MA Bicftfib University of Atfcluftlc

(Unpub i

would have heen influenced by summer rainfall

maxima which would reduce sand movement during

that season. On the other hand, dry winter conditions

would be vuitabtc for the evidenced transport of sand

by westerly winds. The lack of compatibility between

dune orieruaiion and wind direction remains a problem.

But assuming -a westerly wind regime, what factors

are important in the formation of linear dunes 7 Why
do parabolic dunes develop? Howdo the climbing and

falling dunes form, and why do some of these form*,

continue across the crests of the hills, whereas other;

terminate on the upwind Ride only to resume on thr

let- slope? J low aTc the transverse dunes formed?

hntar duntr.s

The origin of linear dunes j4 SfilJ debated (Cooke
«f of. 1993 1. Where the dunes have been closely

cwmmt'd, us in the Simpson Desert, these sand ridges

appear to display the same range of morphology, and

internal structures and temporal variations in

asymmetry, indicative of formation under a

bidirectional wind rep < me (McKee & Tibbetts 1%4;
"Wopfner & Twidale 1967; Bnxikfietd 1970; Tseo 1990.

1993} The linear dunes of the Oawlcr Ranges,

however, developed in an upland setting rather than

on desert plains. The confined valleys ought, in theory,

to funnel the wind and hence to be conducive to a

unidirectional wind regime, but bidirectional winds
could be cither dominant or be superimposed on

unidirectional effects. No structures have been observed

within rhe dunes and, though this may reflect absence
of deep exposures as much as any diagnostic factor,

it * • not [visible to state whether the dunes have been

shaped under a unidirectional or a bidirectional wind
regime.

Judging fn>rn die orientation of die linear dunes in

tho Gawler Ranges, the airflow was apparently

disturbed by the lulls of the province and was funnelled

along valleys The hills induce zones of increased and
of decreased air flow and of enhanced turbulence The
dunes that are diverted around flanks of bills also reflect

topographic control of the wind The changes in dune
orientation and morphology between, on the one hand,

the Great Victoria Desert, and, on the other, the

Gawler Ranges, are due to several factors, First, tht

westerly winds are diverted along the valleys. The
linear dunes are not everywhere parallel with the

regional air flow, as is eharaefcrastic of duneflelds on
plains hut iheir orientation is. in part, determined by

the local wind regime. Second, sand supply decreases

within rhe upland where ihe silicic volcanic rocks

weather less readily than do the granites to the west

and. in particular, the supply of quartz grains is

reduced. Third, sand movement is impeded as a result

of the presence of near surface moisture, held either

in valley alluvium or in rock fractures, and consequent

vegetation growth
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Because of the lack of observed stroeuires in die

dunes, the uncertainty about the relationship between

dune morphology and wind regime arxl ihe tact that

the dunes are relic and rww.sibiy related to different

wind velocities, wind directions and rainlall amounts

and distributions, the cJassificalBtJB d »hc dunes as

linear, i.c eloujiate forms aligned in the direction <*

the dominant sand moving winds, is tentative.

Pcirabftta dimes

The occurrence of parabolic rather than linear dimes,

can he explained as follows In the Clorrohutnic

Depression ro the S off the Gawler Ranges (Bourne ft

dl. 1974) and elsewhere tMcKce l%6; Wasson tt of

198^) parabolic dunes are located rn low lying aicas

characterised by an abundani supply of sand and by

proximity to groundwaters, which lead* to die luwei

parts of the dune being stabilised by moisture *nd

vegetation. This allows
-

the fngjier zones of sand to be

transported downwind to give blowouts or 1 1
dunts.

In the Gawler Ranges area the parabolic dunes occur

only in wide open valleys and on piains. lot example

in the western Moonaree Dunefteld and in prnvhe* in

die Piccadilly DuneOetd. However, they arc not

necessarily resu-icted to the towesl parts of thesc

valleys. On the available evidence and as indicated nn

the 1.100 000 topographic map with a contoui interval

of 20 m. the WEbelt of parabolic dutv-v 1»» »hc

Moonaree Dunefield is sharply delimited on the

northern side by a belt of linear dunes and , less sharply,

on ihe southern side by dune-free plains. The pwrunoU

duncs override low N-S uses in the valley and linear

dunes occupy some low-lying areas in uV northern part

of the durtefleld. Thus, in addition to stabilisation by

vegetation and an abundant supply of sand, parabolic

dune formation may require a critical wind velocity

such as is attained only in wide valleys and on plain*.

Climbing and fatting tluh*&

The climbing ami (ahing dune* are a pomcubr
variety ot linear dune which rise ;irul descend

topographic obstructions wwnMtie li«eal wuhILs strong;

enough to carry die available sand gram* np and over

the topographic rises. The wind vrlnctiy is apparently

reduced on approaching lite ptosfaclc arid deposition

of sand occurs Many <tf uSe bounding slopes of the

bornhardts are gentle (ar*YJL5-12
rt

) and reverse eddy

How is generally not developed. And hence celw dunes

(Tsoar 1983; see also Tig. 6a) arc not found windwanJ

of cliffed obstacles. Where Ihe supply is dUffictettt,

sand accumulaies until the dune reaches the height of

the obstruction Where the bomuardt is low tin the

Gawler Ranges <40 m) uV dune extends an to ami

over the crest as a climbinje and falling duncv Where

the bomhardt is high l>40 <*), the dune fotna may

be discontinous though sand is carried on u> the ere*!,

as evidenced by grains trapped in basins and cn?vi<rev.

Downwind of the obstacle, however, there is a zone

tif reduced wind velocity and sand deposition and dune

formation occur- There may be fun her funnelling ol

the sand to the lee of the obstacle where the falling

dune is resumed in a topographic ernbayment (Fig. 6d).

Ihe contrast between those linear tbrnis that continue

Unbroken ov er crests of bedrock hills and those in

which the climbing and Killing components arc

separated, evidently reflects the Bernowlk effect (Pyc

ft Boar 1990).

Transit r\f dime:*

The transveise dunes of the Scrubby Peak Dunefield

occur immediately downwind of the Corrobinnte

Depression, the presumed source of the sand, and

where the sand supply is abundant. The bornhardts

in this area stand about tCH.l m above the level of the

plain, form N-S trending ndges and the bounding

slopes are generally 5-10° with some as steep as 18°.

I he plain is sand covered, with linear dunes of varied

orientation, hut generally NW-SFwhere there are no

topographic obstacles, N-S in the valleys and W-E on

i he bornhardts rises (Fig. 4). Some of the N-S lineai

dunes override topographic obstacles and hence are

classed as climbing and tailing dunes. The W-F
transport of sand across the bornhardt rises also

explains the presence of sand In the valleys However,

some of the dunes are limited to the upper slopes of

fhe bornhardts and are located immediately to the lee

of the crest of the bornhardts (Fig. 7). Although they

may be linear dunes formed by winds from a northerly

or southerly direction, in which case they do not

conform to the pattern of dunes throughout the region,

it is more likely thai these cresial dunes are transverse

|m the originating wind it is suggested than the sand

in these transverse dunes was driven up the windward

slope of the bornhardts and little or no deposition

occurred here due to acceleration of the air flow

However, immediately downwind of the crest,

separation of the air flow and deceleration occurred

so that deposition of sand eventuated. However, further

downwind, air flow accelerated and no dune formed-

It is suggested thai in this area the dunes are a result

of two different wind regimes, one a NW-SEwind mat

was deflected by the topography and one a NW-SE
wind dun was of sufficient strength to transport sand

over the obstacles

Signifa-ance vf lunettes and salinas in sand supply

The lunettes located on the eastern shore of Lake

Gairdner evidently spawn fields of linear dunes in their

Ice in a manner similar to that described from the

Simpson and other deserts (Twiddle 1972, 1981). The

transport of sand to the Salinas by rivers and the

formation of the lunettes arr important influences on

sand supply and dune formation. Whether sand is

curried by the wind from the Wto the E shore of Lake
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Gairdner (some 30 km) has not been determined. No
dun$f have been observed on the bed of" the lake (J.

Andrews, per*, comrn. 1994), though small barchanoid

tonus have been reported on the bed of Lake Harris

(R. Major, pels, codiid. 1992) Sand could be carried

hy saJtation across the salina Given the hygroscopic

character Of the halite crust this ma> be difficult to

conceive, though Clarke (1994) described saJtation on
some salrnas in Western Australia and S. Wells (pers.

eotnni. 1994) has observed grains xalLttrng across a

salt surface mCalifornia. Alternatively, sand reaching

the Wshore on the wind could be carried by wave

action to the E shore during the occasional periods

when there is water in die lake (Campbell 1968),

though not from the lake bed unless the sail crust is

dissolved or otherwise removed. Small ephemeral salt

dunes, noted on the eastern shore of l^ake Gairdner.

indicate the temporary redistribution of some tif the

sail by deflation.

Conclusion

that the formation of parabolic as opposed to linear

dunes is dependent on an abundant supply of sand and
Fixing of the dune by vegetation only partially explains

the distribution of these dune types in the Gawler

Ranges province; olhei factors are apparently involved.

Climbing dunes arc a variant of linear dunes and form

in the zone of reduced wuid velocity upwind of an
obstacle where the slope of the obstacle is gentle and
does not generate reverse eddy flow. Falling dunes are

associated with climbing dunes provided the sand

supply is sufficient They develop in the zone ol

reduced wind velocity to the lee of the obstacle. The
crcstal transverse dunes are also due to deposition in

the zone of reduced wind velocity Though the dunes

of die Gawler Ranges area are essentially relic and are

now stabilised by vegetation, there is sand movement
during very high winds- The dunes were active about

4000 years BP. The dunes of the Scrubby Peak
Dunefield in the southern Gawler Ranges demonstrate

that here the sand hits been transported by the wind

at least 25 km from its source.

More data on the dunes of the Gawler Ranges
province are required before firm conclusions can be

drawn concerning the origin and age of the various

dune forms- The available information suggests that

the variations in morphology depend, at least in part,

on supply d sand, moisture content of the substrate,

vegetation cover wind speed and direction, and

topographic interference to the wind. The suggestion
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